Earth Energies & Metaphysics
Crystal & Gemstone Healing

THE CRYSTAL HEALER: Crystal Prescriptions That Will Change Your Life Forever, Permutt. Practical and engagingly formatted, hands-on guide with crystal remedies for more than 250 common ailments. 144 pgs., ISBN 9781904996323, $19.95 [CRYSTAL HEALER]

THE CRYSTAL HEALER, VOLUME 2: Harness the Power of Crystal Energy, Permutt. This latest update includes 250 new crystals arranged by color, with clear photos & descriptions...all in the same easy-to-use format that made the first volume of this work so popular. (7.5 x 9.25”), 160 pgs., ISBN 9781782496540, $19.95 [CRYSTAL HEALER 2]

CRYSTALS: Understand and Connect to the Medicine and Healing of Crystals, Charman. This beginner's guide is a good introduction to crystal healing; formatted in a workbook style to facilitate note-keeping (exercises, over 140 stones are explored in full color along with first hand experiences from the author’s students and other practitioners. 285 pgs., ISBN 9781921878701, $24.95 [CRYSTAL CONNECT]

SECRETS OF CRYSTALS, Harding. A very accessible and engagingly presented introductory guide to crystal energy utilizing extensive illustrations, photos, exercises and much more; includes properties and healing qualities of over 90 crystals, glossary, index and guidance for further reading. 224 pgs., ISBN 9781782405726, $14.99

CRYSTALS: The A-Z Guide to 555 Gemstones, Gienger. Popular guide and compendium that fits neatly in a pocket or purse; 555 crystals and gemstones are alphabetized with a color photo and a brief description of each stone's healing properties. A fabulous value! 128 pgs., ISBN 9781844096428, $9.95 [HEALING CRYSTALS]


TWINLIFE ESSENTIAL HEALING CRYSTALS: Your First Aid Manual for Preventing and Treating Common Ailments from Allergies to Toothache, Gienger. A handy, pocket pharmacy that focuses on 12 stones that cover a wide range of applications, from allergies to toothaches; a quick and simple guide to gemstone healing. 52 pgs., ISBN 9781844096428, $8.95 [12 HEAL CRYSTLS]

CRYSTAL MUSE: Everyday Rituals to Tune in to the Real You, Askinosie and Jandro. Innovative book incorporates ritual practice with the healing and transformative energies of crystals, smudging, elixirs and more; each chapter focuses on specific rituals for a range of purposes, from the physical to the spiritual; fully indexed with glossary. Hard Coover. 285 pgs., ISBN 978140952389, $27.99 [CRYSTAL MUSE]

CRYSTAL HEALING FOR ANIMALS, Scott & Mariani. Discover how the healing power of crystals can be used to enhance the well-being of your pets. 142 pgs., ISBN 9781899171248, $14.95 [CRYSTAL ANIMALS]

PURIFYING CRYSTALS: How to Clear, Charge and Purify Your Healing Crystals, Gienger. A photo-filled guide to the foundational importance of crystal purification. 62 pgs., ISBN 9781844091478, $8.95 [PURIFYING]

THE CRYSTAL POWER, CRYSTAL HEALING, Gienger. Examines the basic principles behind the practice of crystal healing. Provides the key to unlocking the powerful healing properties of more than 120 crystals. 448 pgs., ISBN 9781844038411, $22.99 [GIENGER]

THE CRYSTAL GUIDE: Identification, Purpose, Powers and Values, Polk. A unique guide and reference that combines geologic knowledge and valuation, along with the metaphysical qualities of each specimen. 256 pgs., ISBN 9781440247187, $19.99 [POLK CRYSTAL GDE]

CRYSTALS, Harding. Comprehensive guide to crystals and color healing profiles over 100 of the earth’s minerals and displays them in a spectrum of 20 color bands. 320 pgs., ISBN 9780785833987, $14.99 [HARDING]

THE LITTLE POCKET BOOK OF CRYSTALHEALING, Permutt. Includes everything you need to know about the properties of crystals and how to harness their healing potential; includes info on 250 different crystals. 208 pgs., ISBN 9781782494706, $14.95 [PKT CRYSTAL HEAL]

THE LITTLE POCKET BOOK OF CRYSTAL TIPS & CURES, Permutt. A pocket, gift-sized overview of 101 crystals, arranged by color in 12 sections for easy identification; learn the healing qualities, star sign, and chakra point for each one. 160 pgs., ISBN 9781782492610, $14.95 [PKT TIPS & CURES]

CRYSTAL POWER AND THE GEMSTONE KINGDOM: Spiritual Connections of Crystal Vibrations and Animal Medicine, Lembo. Combines animal teachings with gemstone wisdom; 88 animal/crystal combinations focus on health, healing, divination and spiritual advancement. 224 pgs., ISBN 9781844097425, $19.95 [ANIMAL TOTEM]

ANIMAL TOTEM AND THE GEMSTONE KINGDOM: Spiritual Connections of Crystal Vibrations and Animal Medicine, Lembo. Combines animal teachings with gemstone wisdom; 88 animal/crystal combinations focus on health, healing, divination and spiritual advancement. 224 pgs., ISBN 9781844097425, $19.95 [ANIMAL TOTEM]

CRYSTAL HEALING FOR ANIMALS, Scott & Mariani. Discover how the healing power of crystals can be used to enhance the well-being of your pets. 142 pgs., ISBN 9781899171248, $14.95 [CRYSTAL ANIMALS]

PURIFYING CRYSTALS: How to Clear, Charge and Purify Your Healing Crystals, Gienger. A photo-filled guide to the foundational importance of crystal purification. 62 pgs., ISBN 9781844091478, $8.95 [PURIFYING]
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GEMSTONES A TO Z: A Handy Reference to Healing Crystals, Stein. A quick reference to 550 gemstones and crystals, their healing properties and most helpful applications. Each listing includes the stone’s common name, its corresponding color, chakra and its healing properties. 288 pgs., ISBN 9781580911870, $16.95 [GEM A TO Z]

HEALING WITH FLOWER AND GEMSTONE ESSENCES, Stein. Comprehensive guide to the use of flower and gemstone essences. Explains how to choose the right essence; discover how to use specific flowers, and how to enhance their action by using gemstones. 160 pgs., ISBN 9780904067992, $10.95 [HEAL FLOWER]

GEMSTONE REFLEXOLOGY, Kircher. Combines the healing energy of crystals with reflexology and acupressure to offer a holistic approach to self-healing energies. Fully illustrated and indexed. 107 pgs., ISBN 9781594771217, $16.95 [REFLEXOLOGY]

HOT STONE & GEM MASSAGE, Fleck and Jochum. This book integrates 2 types of stone-enhanced therapy, with clear explanations to enhance the benefits of hot stone massage with gemstone chakra treatments. 150 pgs., ISBN 9781594772467, $16.95 [HOT STONE]

THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO CRYSTALS, MINERALS AND STONES, Lembo. A practical reference that features 160 stones you can use to improve your life on all levels; includes 190 full-color photos of specimens commonly found in metaphysical stores. 456 pgs., ISBN 9780738735227, $24.99 [ESSTL CRYSTAL]

POCKET GUIDE TO CRYSTALS & GEMSTONES, Knight. Learn the basic energy aspects of over 50 crystals and gemstones. Instructions on choosing and caring for crystals, plus cleansing and charging them. 96 pgs., ISBN 9780895949479, $7.99 [POCKET CRYSTAL]
CRYSTAL THERAPY: How to Heal and Empower Your Life with Crystal Energy, Virtue and Lukomski. Popular guide to the power of 94 easily obtainable crystals. Includes beautiful color photographs of each crystal family, and clear explanations of how to work with your crystals. 230 pgs., ISBN 9781401904678, $12.99 [THERAPY]


THE HEALING CRYSTALS FIRST AID MANUAL: A Practical A to Z of Common Ailments and Illnesses and How They Can Be Best Treated with Crystal Therapy, Gienger. Lists more than 100 medical conditions and the corresponding healing gemstone(s); comprehensive appendix, comprehensive bibliography included. 320 pgs., ISBN 9781844090846, $28.95 [FIRST AID]

CRYSTAL PRESCRIPTIONS SERIES. Hall. Expanding on her popular Crystal Prescriptions book, Judy Hall has introduced a new generation of healing stones and explored the effects of electromagnetic field pollution and geopathic stress. All volumes include the author’s accessible text, practical applications, and clear color photographs of the stones.


CRYSTAL BLISS: Attract Love, Feed Your Spirit, Manifest Your Destiny, Brown. This compendium of crystal healing knowledge and guidance by radio and television personality, Devi Brown, is designed to kick start your self-discovery journey and get you on the road to manifesting your dreams. 286 pgs., ISBN 9781724400140, $14.99 [CRYSTAL BLISS]

PROTECT YOURSELF FROM ELECTROMAGNETIC POLLUTION BY USING CRYSTALS, Newerla. Concise guide explains how and under what circumstances crystals are able to provide relief against the effects of electromagnetic pollution. 64 pgs., ISBN 9781844095094, $9.95 [ELECTRO]


LEMURIAN SEEDS: Hope for Humanity, Kaehr. Author Shelley Kaehr relates her experiences and insights with the little-written-about Lemurian Seed crystals; learn to identify, understand and use these unique instruments of healing and knowledge. 102 pgs., ISBN 9780977755608, $14.95 [LEMURIAN]

CRYSTAL GIFTS: How to Choose the Perfect Crystal for Over 20 Occasions, Gienger. Fully illustrated with color photographs suggesting the appropriate stone for each occasion and revealing its message. 96 pgs., ISBN 9781844096657, $9.95 [CRYSTAL GIFTS]

CRYSTAL AWARENESS, Bowman. Basic guidebook teaches to work with crystals for physical and spiritual healing, increased energy, greater intuition, dream guidance and protection. 208 pgs., ISBN 9780875420585, $7.99 [AWARE BK]

THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO CRYSTALS: All the Crystals You Will Ever Need for Health, Healing, and Happiness, Lilly & Lilly. A user’s guide filled with color photographs, covering the magical and healing properties of over 100 crystals—with detailed profiles linking each crystal to key qualities. 288 pgs., ISBN 9781448391481, $15.95 [ESSEN CRYSTAL]
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CRYSTAL CLEAR: Change Your Energy, Heal Your Life, Alibagi. This is a wonderfully straightforward, practical and creatively formatted overview of crystal & gemstone energies combines a range of illustrations w/ color pictures to exemplify stone uses. Hardcover, 144 pgs., ISBN 9781844091485, $17.95 [CRYSTAL CLEAR]


QUARTZ CRYSTALS: A Guide to Identifying Quartz Crystals and Their Healing Properties, Silveira. Illustrates the differences between varieties of quartz points: from Double Terminated to Transmitters and Phantoms, the beauty and diversity of the quartz family is revealed. 80 pgs., ISBN 9781844091485, $17.95 [QUARTZ]

CRYSTAL GEMSTONE & MINERALS GUIDE, Magier. Large format, 2-sided, laminated/quad-fold-out that identifies and pictures 70 different gemstones & minerals; both traditional geologic info as well as the metaphysical properties and uses for each mineral are provided. (7.8” x 10.8”) ISBN 9780738758091, $12.99 [CRYSTALGEM GUIDE]

CRYSTALS BEYOND BEGINNERS: Awaken Your Consciousness with Precious Gifts from the Earth, Lembö. Uncover amazing techniques and insights to take your crystal work to the next level. 264 pgs., ISBN 9780738758084, $16.99 [CRYSTBYND]


EDGAR CAYCE ON THE POWER OF COLOR, STONES, AND CRYSTALS, Campbell & Cavce. Explore Cayce’s famous readings to gain insight on the capacities of gemstones, colors, and the ancient beliefs surrounding them. 208 pgs., ISBN 9780446349826, $8.00 [EDGARCAYCE]

THE BOOK OF STONES: Who They Are & What They Teach, Simmons & Ahsian. This comprehensive volume takes you deep into the world of crystals, with nearly 400 stone varieties. Includes vivid color photographs and essays on each stone, written in a clear, easy-to-understand style that helps you enjoy the beauty and benefits of the mineral realm. 560 pgs., ISBN 9781583949085, $29.95 [BOOK STONES]

THE POCKET BOOK OF STONES: Who They Are & What They Teach, Simmons. Includes 47 stones not in the original edition, and an updated index of physical, emotional, and spiritual correspondences. 398 pgs., ISBN 9781583949122, $14.95 [PKT STONES]

KATRINA RAPHAELL TITLES


**THE BOOK OF CRYSTAL GRIDS: A Practical Guide to Achieving Your Dreams**, Permuth. Discover how to use crystal grids and harness the amplified energy they can manifest; explore 50 different grids for a variety of purposes, from love and health to psychic awareness. 160 pgs., ISBN 9781782494829, $19.95 [GRIDS PERMUTT]

**CRYSTAL WANDS: For Healing, Massage Therapy and Reflexology**, Kliegel. Explore the healing properties for over 70 crystal wands. Discover how the shape of a wand amplifies a crystal’s energetic effects. Provides step-by-step instructions for using crystal wands in massage, reflexology, and energy medicine. 192 pgs., ISBN 9781620555481, $19.95 [CRYSTAL WAND]

**SHUNGITE: Protection, Healing, and Detoxification**, Marino. Discover the protective, healing and detoxifying properties of this remarkable mineral found near the village of Shung’ga in Russia. 151 pgs., ISBN 9781620552605, $16.95 [SHUNGITE]

**CRYSTAL GRIDS: How to Combine & Focus Crystal Energies to Enhance Your Life**, Mason. Learn to use crystal grids to attract love, abundance, health and transformation. Twenty-nine grids patterns, comprehensive instructions & illustrations included. 175 pgs., ISBN 9780738746883, $17.99 [CRYSTAL GRIDS]

**THE SECRET LANGUAGE OF STONES: A Novel**, Rose. Magically spellbinding novel follows a World War I Parisian jeweler, whose unique contribution to jewelry for the mothers, mourning jewelry for the mothers, and lovers of fallen soldiers. She makes Chinese gemstone medicine accessible to all; fully indexed with color inserts. Hard Cover, 544 pgs., ISBN 97816205555293, $60.00 [STONE MED]

**STONE MEDICINE: A Chinese Medical Guide to Healing with Gems and Minerals**, Franks. Details the therapeutic properties of over 200 gems and minerals; a labor of love that makes Chinese gemstone medicine accessible to all; fully indexed with color inserts. Hard Cover, 544 pgs., ISBN 97816205555293, $60.00 [STONE MED]


**CRYS TELS FOR HEALING: The Complete Reference Guide**, Frazier. Create positive change through the power of crystals. Over 200 crystal remedies to ignite healing, includes using crystal grids. 360 pgs., ISBN 9781623156756, $82.95 [CRYSTAL HEAL HEART]

**CRYSTAL HEALING FOR THE HEART: Gemstone Therapy for Physical, Emotional, and Spiritual Well-Being**, Pearson. Info-packed guide teaches you to stay connected to the wisdom and gentleness of the heart center with over 70 stone-centered lessons; reclaim emotional strength, wellbeing and forgiveness. 274 pgs., ISBN 9781620556866, $24.99 [CRYSTAL HEART]

**CRYSTALS FOR KARMIC HEALING: Transform Your Future by Releasing Your Past**, Pearson. Resolve karmic knots and obstructions via crystals, grids, elixirs and more; foreword by Judy Hall. 275 pgs., ISBN 9781620556184, $24.95 [CRYSTAL KARMIC]


**CRYSTAL GRIDWORK: The Power of Crystals and Sacred Geometry to Heal, Protect, and Inspire**, Fogg. An exquisitely photographed presentation of 30 crystal grids for a range of settings and uses; incorporating natural elements such as feathers, flowers, plants, shells & more. (8 x 9”), 128 pgs., ISBN 9781578636426, $22.95 [CRYSTAL GRIDWORK]

**POCKET GUIDE, 3.5 x 2.25” –18 minerals, $3.95 [POCKET GUIDE]

**VOLUME 2. 8.5 x 13”–50 minerals, $9.99 [AWARE#2]

**VOLUME 1. 8 x 10”–50+ minerals, $9.99 [AWARE#1]


**CRYSTALS MADE EASY, Hall. This practical, easy to use guide is a perfect place to start learning about the healing, protecting and spiritual properties of crystals; fully indexed, with glossary of terms. 258 pgs., ISBN 9781788172608, $15.99 [CRYSTAL EASY]


**CRYSTAL GRIDWORK: The Power of Crystals and Sacred Geometry to Heal, Protect, and Inspire**, Fogg. An exquisitely photographed presentation of 30 crystal grids for a range of settings and uses; incorporating natural elements such as feathers, flowers, plants, shells & more. (8 x 9”), 128 pgs., ISBN 9781578636426, $22.95 [CRYSTAL GRIDWORK]


**CRYSTALS MADE EASY, Hall. This practical, easy to use guide is a perfect place to start learning about the healing, protecting and spiritual properties of crystals; fully indexed, with glossary of terms. 258 pgs., ISBN 9781788172608, $15.99 [CRYSTAL EASY]

**CRYSTAL GRIDWORK: The Power of Crystals and Sacred Geometry to Heal, Protect, and Inspire**, Fogg. An exquisitely photographed presentation of 30 crystal grids for a range of settings and uses; incorporating natural elements such as feathers, flowers, plants, shells & more. (8 x 9”), 128 pgs., ISBN 9781578636426, $22.95 [CRYSTAL GRIDWORK]
Energize your mind, body and spirit with this simple yet powerful deck! Combines stunning, exceptionally vivid, detailed images and how stones make healing elixirs and cleanse your personal space. Includes 44 oracle cards, new layouts, meditations and how to use modern-day replicas in your own healing practices. 96 pgs., ISBN 9780906482094, $14.95 [CRYSTAL SKULL]

CRYSTAL ANGELS ORACLE CARDS, Jade-Sky. This 44 card deck combines vivid photos of each crystal, chakra correlations for each and a 64 page guidebook. 44 Cards, ISBN 978038750026, $21.95 [ETERNALORACLE]

CRYSTAL ANGELS ORACLE CARDS, Virtue. Combines stunning, celestial representations of angels and gemstones with the healing energies and messages they bring. 44 cards, 120 pgs., ISBN 9781401948353, $18.99 [CRYSTAL ANGELS]

THE CRYSTAL ALLY CARDS: Evolution Edition, Ahsian. Available again in a new, expanded edition, this best-selling oracle deck includes 75 crystal cards (w/21 new crystals added), new layouts, meditations and a comprehensive guidebook. Each card is illustrated in vibrant color along with a photo of each stone to help you enter a state of resonance with energy of the Crystal Ally. 75 cards. 236 pgs., ISBN 9780991914701, $29.95 [CRYSTAL ALLY]

CRYSTAL INTENTIONS ORACLE: Guidance & Affirmations, Lembo. This oracle deck features color-coded affirmations and richly photographed gemstones to enhance and inspire your intentions, intuition and life. 42 cards., 112 pgs., ISBN 9780738749797, $19.99 [INTENT ORACLE]

CRYSTAL MANDALA ORACLE: Channel the Power of Heaven & Earth, Fairchild. This vibrant and colorful deck and guidebook features crystal mandalas encoded with earth frequencies and angel energy; each card centers upon an individual gemstone and angelic presence. 54 cards, ISBN 9780738750279, $23.95 [CRYSTAL MANDALA]
THE ANIMAL ALLIES & GEMSTONE GUARDIANS CARDS, Lembo. This 44 card deck pairs gemstones with animal allies to provide messages of hope, happiness & wellbeing.

THE ANGELS AND ANCESTORS ORACLE CARDS, Gray and Moses. This richly illustrated oracle deck crosses the divide between cultures to bridge the gap between this world and the next, including images, both ancient and modern, from Celtic, Native American, Aboriginal and other earth-based spiritualities. 55 cards, guidebook, ISBN 9781788170017, $18.99 [ANCESTORS]

ANGELS AND ANCESTORS ORACLE CARDS, Virtue & Valentine. Beautiful tarot-based deck brings wisdom from the animal world, both domestic and wild, cards are gorgeously illustrated with inspiring images and insightful messages; 78 cards, 189 pgs., ISBN 9781401955214, $21.99 [ANGELGEM]

ANGELS GEMSTONE GUARDIANS, Lembo. This oracle deck blends angelic affirmations with the healing energy of gemstones; gemstone photos and messages give guidance, while associated card provides angelic encouragement. 44 cards ISBN 9781844096305, $15.95 [ANGELGEM CARD]

APRACTICAL GUIDE TO THE RUNES: Their Uses in Divination and Magick, Peschel. Best-selling guidebook teaches you to use the runes for divination, insight and self-knowledge. 182 pgs., ISBN 9780877285489, $16.95 [FUTHARK]

ARCHANGEL GEM CARD, Lembo. This oracle deck familiarizes you with 44 gemstones and 11 archangels. Increase awareness and receive guidance from the messages imparted from the gemstones and positive affirmations from the archangels. ISBN 9781844096909, $15.95 [ARCHGEM CARDS]

ARTHUR GEMSTONE GUARDIANS, Lembo. This 44 card deck pairs gemstones with archetypes from Arthurian mythology, giving advice on how to use the cards to improve your life, health, relationships, finances, career, and spiritual path; 44 cards, 128 pgs., ISBN 9781401903015, $18.99 [GODDESSORACLE]

THE DRAGON TAROT, Suckling. The mysteries of the tarot and the legend of dragons come together in this stunning box set, including a full tarot deck and guidebook, 78 cards, 64 pgs., ISBN 9781782495857, $18.95 [DRAGON TAROT]

THE TAROT BIBLE: The Definitive Guide to the Cards and Spreads, Bartlett. Presents foundational interpretations for each card in the Major and Minor Arcana, gives advice on how to give readings and more. 400 pgs., ISBN 9781402738388, $18.95 [TAROT BIBLE]

THE ANIMAL ALLIES & GEMSTONE GUARDIANS CARDS, Lembo. This 44 card deck pairs gemstones with animal allies to provide messages of hope, happiness & wellbeing.

THE WILD UNKNOWN ANIMAL SPIRIT DECK & GUIDEBOOK, Krans. Inspired by the creatures of the animal kingdom, these powerfully illustrated cards feature beings, real & mythical, from forests, streams, deserts, fields and sky. magnetized case + 208 pgs. guidebook, 63 Cards, ISBN 9780062742865, $39.99 [WILD SPIRIT]

THE ANIMAL ALLIES & GEMSTONE GUARDIANS CARDS, Lembo. This 44 card deck pairs gemstones with animal allies to provide messages of hope, happiness & wellbeing. 44 Cards, ISBN 97818440967418, $15.99 [ANIMAL ALLIES]

THE ANIMAL ALLIES & GEMSTONE GUARDIANS CARDS, Lembo. This 44 card deck pairs gemstones with animal allies to provide messages of hope, happiness & wellbeing.
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**FENG SHUI KIT**: The Chinese way to Wealth, Health and Happiness at Home and Work, Kwok. This kit contains everything you need to benefit from this fascinating art. Find out how the flow of life-giving energy, or chi, in and around your home and workplace could be affecting your health, wealth and personal happiness. 112 pgs., ISBN 97808084830478, $29.95 [FENG SHUI KIT]

**FENG SHUI BOX**: Russell. Learn feng shui basics, activate good luck areas and check the chi energy in each room with this compact kit + comprehensive mini book; includes instructions, compass, trigram/animal cards and red ribbon. (3.5 x 5.5" square), 224 pgs., ISBN 9781607103999, $14.95 [FENG SHUI BOX]

**THE FENG SHUI BIBLE**: Brown. A visual guide to learning how to improve any aspect of your life through Feng Shui: home, relationships, health and more. 400 pgs., ISBN 9781402727983, $14.95 [FENG BIBLE]

**THE ASTROLOGY BIBLE**: The Definitive Guide to the Zodiac, Hall. A guide to traditional and modern astrology that brings together everything you need to know about the subject. 400 pgs., ISBN 9781402722797, $14.95 [ASTROLOGY BIBLE]

**POWER ANIMAL ORACLE CARDS**: Practical and Powerful Guidance from Animal Spirit Guides, Farmer. Connect with your animal guides and learn to give readings to yourself and others. Includes instructional booklet. 44 cards, 220 pgs., ISBN 9781401905422, $18.99 [POWER ANIMAL]

**MESSAGES FROM YOUR ANIMAL SPIRIT GUIDES ORACLE CARDS**: Farmer. This oracle deck contains messages from each of the spirit animals represented; includes an easy-to-follow guidebook; 44 cards, 160 pgs., ISBN 9781401998633, $18.99 [MESSAGEANIMAL]

**THE THE LUNAR NOMAD ORACLE**: 43 Cards to Unlock Your Creativity and Awaken Your Intuition, Miro. Rich with layers of colors, imagery and symbols designed to reveal deeper layers of awareness and perception; a wonderfully vibrant & unique deck and guidebook. 160 pgs., 43 Cards, ISBN 9781886940383, $12.00 [TREES ORACLE]

**THE WISDOM OF THE TREES ORACLE**: Struthers. This richly illustrated oracle deck blends the majestic imagery of indigenous trees with accompanying insights from the world’s spiritual traditions; includes fold out diagram and guidebook. 40 cards, 80 pgs., ISBN 9781786780881, $19.95 [TREES ORACLE]

**DOWSING FOR BEGINNERS**: How to Find Water, Wealth, & Lost Objects, Webster. The complete how-to book on dowsing, begin by learning the tools of dowsing: rods, pendulums and wands; then learn how to dowse for anything you want to find. 208 pgs., ISBN 9781567188028, $14.99 [DOWSING]

**THE ESSENTIAL DOWSING GUIDE**: Wheatley. An easy-to-use, yet comprehensive introduction to dowsing. Whether looking for minerals, gas, oil, water, lost objects or even people this book will help you learn the fundamentals of this ancient art. 126 pgs., ISBN 9781886940383, $12.60 [PEN MYSTERY]

**PENDULUM MAGIC FOR BEGINNERS**: Tap Into Your Inner Wisdom, Webster. Explains how to use a pendulum for a wide range of purposes, from practical to the magical. 218 pgs., ISBN 9780738701929, $14.99 [PEN MAGIC]

**PENDULUM POWER**: A Mystery You Can See, a Power You Can Feel, Nielsen & Polansky. Learn the basics of pendulum use in a classic overview; includes history of dowsing and pendulum use, plus contemporary applications, from career guidance, to diet and self-healing 128 pgs., ISBN 9780892811571, $9.95 [PEN MYSTERY]

**HOW TO USE A PENDULUM FOR DOWSING AND DIVINATION**: Bonewitz. Learn to use a pendulum to answer questions, find lost objects, enhance healing and more with this illustrated guidebook & brass pendulum set; includes a fold-out color dowsing chart. 160 pgs., ISBN 9781578635894, $22.95 [HOW PENDULUM]

**PENDULUM POWER MAGIC**: (boxed set), Gadini. This kit comes with everything you’ll need to get you divining with pendulums: instruction book, pendulum and four-color quadrant chart. (English and Spanish text) 78 pgs., ISBN 9780738735139, $24.95 [PEN POWER]

**PENDULUMS AND THE LIGHT**: Communication with the Goddess, Stein. Learn how to attain pendulum accuracy and find the pendulum that works best for you, plus new ways to use one. 176 pgs., ISBN 9781580911634, $14.99 [PEN LIGHT]
Shamanism

**MYSTICAL SHAMAN ORACLE DECK AND GUIDEBOOK**
- Villoldo, Baron-Reid & Lobos. Three master teacher/healers have combined their unique wisdom and talent to create this beautifully illustrated divination deck featuring sacred symbols of archetypes ancient and modern; guidebook and cards packaged in attractive magnetized case. 64 cards, 133 pgs., ISBN 9781859062456, $26.95 [MYSTIC SHAMAN]

**WHITE EAGLE MEDICINE WHEEL DECK**

**MEDICINE CARDS**
- The Discovery of Power Through the Ways of Animals, Sams & Carson. Bestselling divination deck draws upon Native American wisdom utilizing the healing medicine of animals. Includes a deck of beautifully illustrated cards, plus instruction book. 52 cards, Hard cover, 256 pgs., ISBN 9780312204914, $29.95 [MED CARDS]

**MEDICINE WHEEL CEREMONIES**
- May. Connect to the living universe and find answers through practicing the ceremonies of the traditional Native American medicine wheel; includes Medicine Wheel Ceremony Cards. 48 pgs., ISBN 9780879612429, $10.95 [WHEEL]

**SHAMANIC JOURNEYING**

**ANIMAL SPEAK**
- The Spiritual & Magical Powers of Creatures Great & Small, Andrews. Learn how to identify, meet and attune to your spirit animals. Discover the power and spiritual significance of over 100 different animals, birds, and insects. 400 pgs., ISBN 9780879612429, $22.99 [ANIMAL SPEAK]

**SHAMANIC TOOLS**
- How to Make Drums, Masks, Rattles & Other Sacred Implements, Rysdyk. Illustrated guide that shows you how to create, decorate and use sacred tools from varied cultures, Native North and South American, European and Tibetan. 236 pgs., ISBN 9781591799436, $21.95 [SHAMANIC TOOLS]

**THE SHAMAN’S ORACLE**
- Matthews and Kingman. Created by a practicing shaman, illustrated with evocative images of cave paintings, this deck and accompanying guide will lead you on a journey of self-discovery. Includes a fold-out cave plan for laying out your cards, and instructional book. 52 cards, 88 pgs., ISBN 9781786780898, $19.95 [SHAMAN]

**NATIVE AMERICAN SPIRITUALITY ORACLE CARDS**
- Tuan. Tap into the collective imagination of Native American inspired imagery and symbols. From divination to journeying between worlds, this oracle is sure to help you understand more about yourself and the nature of our world. 33 cards & 128 pgs., ISBN 9780738747590, $19.95 [NATIVE CARDS]

**SACRED PATH CARDS**
- The Discovery of Self Through Native Teachings, Sams. These oracle cards distill the essential wisdom of many tribal traditions and provide a powerful tool of self-discovery, 44 cards, 336 pgs., ISBN 9780062507624, $37.50 [SACRED PATH]

**SPIRIT ANIMAL ORACLE**
- Baron-Reid. Connect with the archetypal/spiritual energy of over 68 different animals in this colorful, evocative and beautifully illustrated oracle deck. 68 cards, 210 pgs. guidebook, ISBN 9781401952792, $29.99 [ANIMAL ORACLE]

**SACRED EARTH CARDS**
- SACRED EARTH: Find and discover the wisdom and talent to create this beautiful, evocative and beautifully illustrated oracle deck; includes guidebook and cards packed in an attractive magnetized case. 52 cards, 88 pgs., ISBN 9780879612429, $26.95 [SACRED EARTH]

**WAY OF LIFE: WHITE EAGLE MEDICINE WHEEL CARDS**
- Meiklejohn-Free & Peters. Evocative, archetypal cards, plus instructional book. Divinatory deck draws upon earth-centered traditions with this evocative, beautifully illustrated and powerful deck; includes guidebook. 50 cards, 120 pgs., ISBN 9780738758527, $23.95 [SHAMANIC CARDS]

**SACRED EARTH ORACLE**
- SACRED EARTH: Find and discover the wisdom and talent to create this beautiful, evocative and beautifully illustrated oracle deck; includes guidebook and cards packed in an attractive magnetized case. 52 cards, 88 pgs., ISBN 9780879612429, $26.95 [SACRED EARTH]

**SPIRITUALITY ORACLE**
- NATIVE AMERICAN SPIRITUALITY ORACLE CARDS, Tuan. Tap into the collective imagination of Native American inspired imagery and symbols. From divination to journeying between worlds, this oracle is sure to help you understand more about yourself and the nature of our world. 33 cards & 128 pgs., ISBN 9780738747590, $19.95 [NATIVE CARDS]

**ANIMAL SPEAK**
- The Spiritual & Magical Powers of Creatures Great & Small, Andrews. Learn how to identify, meet and attune to your spirit animals. Discover the power and spiritual significance of over 100 different animals, birds, and insects. 400 pgs., ISBN 9780879612429, $22.99 [ANIMAL SPEAK]

**SHAMANISM FOR BEGINNERS**
- Walking with the World’s Healers of Earth and Sky, Endredy. Explore shamanic paths from around the globe and discover the tools, rituals and beliefs that are common to most shamanic traditions. 256 pgs., ISBN 9780738747590, $19.95 [SHAMAN]

**AWAKEN THE INNER SHAMAN**
- A Guide to the Power Path of the Heart, Stevens. This practical guidebook teaches you to develop the self within that is not bound by your fears, worries or perceived limitations; your “inner shaman.” 200 pgs., ISBN 9781622030934, $16.95 [INNER SHAMAN]
SHAMANIC HEALING: How it Heals, Walks Alone. This popular best-selling booklet describes the use of sage for physical, mental and spiritual healing. 32 pgs., ISBN 978-1-4549-2605-4, $6.00 [SACRED SAGE]


THE SMUDGING AND BLESSINGS BOOK: Inspirational Rituals to Cleanse and Heal, Alexander. Learn to combine smudging with techniques from other traditions in order to banish stress, attract love, turn your house into a soothing sanctuary and bring your family closer together. 96 pgs., ISBN 978-1-4549-2668-7, $12.95 [SMUDGING]


THE SHAMANISM BIBLE, Matthews. This evocative and photo-rich overview covers the topic of shamanism from the perspective of many cultural traditions plus contemporary sources. 400 pgs., ISBN 978-1-7085-4623, $19.95 [SACRED SMOKE]


THE SMUDGING AND BLESSINGS BOOK: Inspirational Rituals to Cleanse and Heal, Alexander. Learn to combine smudging with techniques from other traditions in order to banish stress, attract love, turn your house into a soothing sanctuary and bring your family closer together. 96 pgs., ISBN 978-1-4549-2668-7, $12.95 [SMUDGING]


THE SHAMANISM BIBLE, Matthews. This evocative and photo-rich overview covers the topic of shamanism from the perspective of many cultural traditions plus contemporary sources. 400 pgs., ISBN 978-1-7085-4623, $19.95 [SACRED SMOKE]


Earth Energies & Metaphysics

Energy Healing

THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO CHAKRAS: The Beginner’s Guide to Balancing, Healing, and Unblocking Your Chakras for Health and Positive Energy. Perrakis. This larger format guide is as beautifully illustrated as it is profoundly informing, covering the basic chakra system & additional material on crystals, essential oils, sacred plants, working with goddesses & spirit guides. 208 pgs., ISBN 9781592338474, $26.95 [ULT GD CHAKRA]

CHAKRA READING CARDS. Charman. Bring guidance, clarity and insight into your life with this beautiful deck and guidebook; incorporates the seven main Chakra systems, plus the Soul Star and Earth Star Chakras. 36 cards, 109 pgs., ISBN 9781925017922, $21.95 [CHAKRA CARDS]


WHERE HEART TOUCHES MATTER: Chakra Coloring Book & Course, Margherita. A transformative guide to understanding, balancing and working with the chakras. Colorable sacred art images enhanced by inspirational and gently engage the reader, along with insightful words and teaching. (9 x 7”), 158 pgs., ISBN 978149336951, $19.95 [CHAKRACOLORBK]


POCKET GUIDE TO CHAKRAS, Gardner-Gordon. Learn what chakras are, how they function, what causes them to open or close, and how to change their energy. 112 pgs., ISBN 9780885949493, $7.99 [POCKET CHAK]

THE CHAKRA BIBLE, Mercier. Newcomers and seasoned metaphysicians will appreciate this colorful presentation of an ancient subject. Filled with charts, pictures, and vivid explanations, this indispensable primer covers the subject from A to Z. 400 pgs., ISBN 9781402752247, $14.95 [CHAKRA BIBLE]

CHAKRAS BEYOND BEGINNERS: Awakening to the Power Within, Pond. Explore the many ways chakras can enhance the flow of vital energy in all aspects of your life. 240 pgs., ISBN 9780738748597, $16.99 [CHAK BYND BEG]


SECRETS OF CHAKRAS, Harding. A very accessible and engagingly presented introductory guide to the chakras utilizing extensive illustrations, photos, exercises and much more; includes glossary, index and guidance for further reading. 224 pgs., ISBN 9781782405719, $14.99 [SECRETS CHAK]

CHAKRA THERAPY: For Personal Growth and Healing, Sherwood. This easy-to-use guide shows how to work with your chakras to release energy blockages, increase energy levels and re-harmonize yourself with the world. 256 pgs., ISBN 9780875427218, $14.99 [CHAKRATHERAPY]


ENERGY MEDICINE FOR WOMEN: Aligning Your Body’s Energies to Boost Your Health and Vitality, Eden. Speaking directly to women, author Donna Eden shows them how they can use energy medicine to tackle the specific health challenges they face. 330 pgs., ISBN 9781585426478, $20.00 [ENERGY WOMEN]


THE WOMEN’S BOOK OF HEALING: Auras, Chakras, Laying on of Hands, Crystals, Gemstones and Colors, Stein. Comprehensive guide explains the healing techniques women can use to heal themselves and others. Healing principles are introduced with extensive sections on gemstone healing and gemstones as spiritual tools. 313 pgs., ISBN 9781580915166, $16.95 [WOMEN HEAL]

CHAKRAS MADE EASY, Judith. A complete guide to understanding, working with and developing your own chakras for healing and transformation. 201 pgs., ISBN 9781788172509, $14.99 [CHAKRAS EASY]

CHAKRA AWARENESS GUIDE, A.M.I. A quick reference acrylic chart for understanding the chakra system; includes detailed explanation of chakras work on the reverse. (8.5 x 10”) $9.99 [CHAKRA AWARE]

THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO CHAKRAS, Saradananda. A condensed, yet comprehensive guide to every aspect of working with your chakras—written by a practicing swami. 288 pgs., ISBN 9781780280042, $14.95 [ESSEN CHAKRAS]

THE BOOK OF CHAKRA HEALING, Simpson. Discover practical ways to work on your chakras to unblock and rebalance your energy using color, crystals, meditation, and visualization. 144 pgs., ISBN 9781454940267, $14.95 [BOOK CHAKRA]


THE HEALING POWER OF THE SACRED WOMAN: Health, Creativity, and Fertility for the Soul, Page. Reveals the true healing nature of women and how to connect with this potent and creative energy of Mother Earth. 384 pgs., ISBN 9781591433442, $20.00 [SACRED WOMAN]
Earth Energies & Metaphysics

Conscious Living

**COLOR YOURSELF TO CALMNESS: And Reduce Stress With Your Animal Spirits**, Coccia. Features 100 beautiful illustrations of the animal kingdom, color in to escape into a world of creativity, inner peace, and calm. Hard cover, 96 pgs., ISBN 9780753723932, $14.95 [COLOR CALM]

**COLOR YOURSELF TO CALMNESS POSTCARD BOOK**: 20 Animal Images to Color in for Inner Peace, Coccia. Reduce stress with these animal motifs, perforated pages allow you to send a postcard to friends or display yourself. 20 pgs., ISBN 9780784903525, $9.95 [COLOR CALM SM]

**THE DREAM DECK**: 50 Dream Interpretations and Themes, Ed. This deck will guide you through the secret world of dreams, helping you to unlock your psyche and discover what your dreams are trying to tell you. 50 cards, ISBN 9780753723937, $14.95 [DREAM DECK]


**CLEAR YOUR CLUTTER WITH FENG SHUI**: Free Yourself From Physical, Mental, Emotional, and Spiritual Clutter Forever, Kingston. Discover why clutter is kept, how clearing clutter can generate energy and release negative emotions and learn to stay clutter-free. Hard cover, 224 pgs., ISBN 9781101905683, $14.99 [CLUTTER]

**THE WISDOM OF DONKEYS**: Finding Tranquility in a Chaotic World, Merrifield. Wandering through the countryside with classic literature and a donkey for a companion, the author discovers the donkey’s gentle wisdom as he learns to slow down and experience the enlightenment all around him. 256 pgs., ISBN 9780883719928, $17.00 [WISDOM DONKEY]

**THE ANCIENT SECRET OF THE FLOWER OF LIFE**: Melchizedek. Uncover the sacred geometry that underlies creation in this 2-volume masterwork of metaphysical knowledge; explore creation from the micro level of the atom to the infinity of space. $25.00 each


**THE HIDDEN MESSAGES IN WATER, Emoto.** Classic work introduces the work of scientist Masaru Emoto, whose work reveals that molecules of water are affected by our thoughts, words and feelings. 157 pgs., ISBN 9780738298901, $17.95 [HIDDENMESSAGE]

**THE DREAM DECK**: 50 Dream Interpretations and Themes, Ed. This deck will guide you through the secret world of dreams, helping you to unlock your psyche and discover what your dreams are trying to tell you. 50 cards, ISBN 9780753723937, $14.95 [DREAM DECK]

**MATH FOR MYSTICS**: From the Fibonacci Sequence to Luna’s Labyrinth to the Golden Section and Other Secrets of Sacred Geometry, Shesso. An engaging overview of the occult lore of numbers past and present, from Magical Squares to The Da Vinci Code. 196 pgs., ISBN 9781586633838, $16.95 [MATH MYSTICS]

**THE OFFICIAL KARMA VIOLATION TICKET BOOK**, Mel O’Karma. This customer favorite generates fantastic word-of-mouth repeat sales with over 100K sold...order now for good-karma-selling-results! Free POP display w/1st time order of one dozen. 32 pgs., ISBN 9780974887714, $8.95 [KARMA]


**THE PHILOSOPHY BIBLE**: The Definitive Guide to the Last 3,000 Years of Thought, Cohen. Comprehensive guide that covers the main schools of thought from Ancient China and Greece to those most widely studied—Hegel, Marx, Descartes, Kant, Kierkegaard and Wittgenstein 400 pgs., ISBN 9781582974212, $21.99 [PHILOSOPHY]

Earth Energies & Metaphysics

Angels & Elementals

THE ANGEL BIBLE: The Definitive Guide to Angel Wisdom, Raven. Comprehensive, illustrated reference guide is filled with angel lore. Learn to work with angels and discover their connection to crystal energy, astrology, kabbalah, chakras, essential oils and more. 400 pgs., ISBN 9781402741906, $14.95 [ANGEL BIBLE]


GODDESS GUIDANCE ORACLE CARDS, Virtue. Discover the different cross-cultural goddesses and learn how they can help you. Each card has a specific message for improving your life, health, relationships, finances, career, and spiritual path; 44 cards, 128 pgs., ISBN 9780738743189, $26.95 [CRYSTALS88]

CRYSTAL MASTERS 333: Initiation with the Divine Power of Heaven & Earth, Fairchild. Combines the natural healing properties of each crystal stone with its specific angelic messenger; each chapter focuses in depth on 18 different crystal/angel energy combinations. 368 pgs., ISBN 9780738744605, $26.95 [CRYSTALS333]

CRYSTAL ANGELS 444: Healing with the Divine Power of Heaven & Earth, Fairchild. A unique approach to crystal healing combining the energies of each crystal with its specific angelic messenger; each chapter focuses in depth on 18 different crystal/angel energy combinations. 368 pgs., ISBN 9780738743189, $26.95 [CRYSTALS444]

CRYSTAL GODDESSES 888: Manifesting with the Divine Power of Heaven & Earth, Fairchild. Connect to the divine feminine and learn to manifest through the power of nature: crystals and gemstones. 452 pgs., ISBN 9780738747705, $26.95 [CRYSTALS888]

THE FAIRY BIBLE: The Definitive Guide to the World of Fairies, Morey. Find out what fairies wear, eat and drink and how to connect to divine guides and fairies. Each card has a specific message for improving your life, health, relationships, finances, career, and spiritual path; 44 cards, 128 pgs., ISBN 9781402748585, $14.95 [FAIRY BIBLE]

GODDESSES COLORING BOOK, Noble. Traditional goddesses of ancient cultures take on a New Age aspect in 30 original drawings. 32 pgs., ISBN 9780486480282, $3.99 [GODDESS COLOR]


ARCHANGELS 101: How to Connect Closely with Archangels Michael, Raphael, Gabriel, Uriel and Others for Healing, Protection and Guidance, Virtue. Discover 15 archangels and develop a closer relationship with them by learning their proper names, spiritual specialties and modes of communication. 149 pgs., ISBN 9781401902697, $14.99 [ARCH101]

ARCHANGEL ORACLE CARDS, Virtue. This deck of oracle cards will familiarize you with the 15 archangels, help you to invoke them, and answer your important life questions; beautifully illustrated images help tune you to angelic frequencies; 45 cards 80 pgs., ISBN 9781401902483, $18.99 [ARCHANGELCARD]

ANGEL ORIGINS OF THE SOUL: Discovering Your Divine Purpose, McCannon. Discover the Soul’s angelic origins, the nine orders of angels and the multidimensional landscapes of heaven; this unique and extensively researched book is a blend of practical psychology, esoteric wisdom and easy-to-use processes that can change your life. 500 pgs., ISBN 9781591432715, $24.00 [ANGELICORIGIN]

A COLORING BOOK OF ANGELS, Conkle. Angels, archangels, cherubim, seraphim—all the angels described in the Bible are pictured as they were illustrated by artists of the past two thousand years. 48 pgs., ISBN 9780883888258, 85.95 [COLORBRANGEL]